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Cleanliness is next to, two,
move bottle left, right,
cleaning out, to be clean is to,
to clean out, seasoning,
settled dust, natural, balance,
back wall, wet sponge,
cold knife, white wall,
as a check made out to,
and your name, moldy basement,
my closet, no harm, cuts, bruises,
stuck-on, scrub, catharsis,
butter to butter, milks with milks,
and at the end of the universe, a laundry,
bleach, dry clean only,
cold wash separate, do not
tumble dry or tumble dry low,
open, orderly, organize,
streamline, 1:44, fifteen to NW,
a service alert is in effect,
Cesar Chavez Blvd., off,
incident, grime, a splash of milk,
whole colonies, dry, a tipped
bowl, cold feet, between 2:00 and 2:30,
2:44, in front, open doors,
the scene, approaches
9:27 and 9:39, double-sided, loose leaf,
certified organic, do nothing,
screen prompts, follow the instructions
on the screen, glass cleaner,
stainless steel shine,
a short circuited steamer,
peppermint, raw, ripe,
roasted, 39.5DB, -44.0DB,
what is right, when, to eat, on show,
might, clearly, obviously, novel,
everyone, justification impulse,

whole milk, almond, cloud,
overwhelming amounts
of unnecessary information
Physical, 15 minutes, air, $4 chair,
date, rain, half foam, mousse,
and until, empty time, microcosm,
can eat it with a spoon, muscular,
material, inability, to build, bright blue plastic,
cold milk, unending power strip,
a power surge flips it, the jack, dead sockets,
cold milk, cow milk, non-dairy milk, homemade,
no, L, glass-bottomed, rising heat,
sauna, suffocation, warm, nice, hot,
good to eat, right knee, pain, slow post,
pay back, refund, debt, cash deposit,
sanitize, blue olive, afloat, surprising,
frozen vegetables, powdered donut,
mint, branded sack, stain on plastic,
splatter, children’s poet, vinegar, bottle,
behind you, incorrect, glassware,
misplaced orders, metal on metal,
children’s bench, bracketing, label maker,
popular, super, good, more caffeine than,
water mixed with, I was drinking pu-er
everyday, realize she is not,
spent some time in, not appealing to,
wish it was, vapid, small tulip,
dutch crocuses, fall’s first frost, hardy,
stunning, shake off winter’s chill,
all it is is, punning, slack, a cohesive style,
identical, white-washed, skin ruddy with milk,
make it up to you, aqua and black, blonde,
colorful sweater, all-American bloat,
not used to, non-, growth, especially warm,
heart, nebula, abstract, long spoon,
TB, quarter-ounce, medium sized,
211, nitrocized, sun-dried and processed
no further, a little more, it’s done,
you don’t believe me, tranquil,
20oz of milk, $12 and 16oz of milk,
I thought of, am they think, what do they,
not in the moment, headset, 4 hours
at $12 an hour, economical,
in the swing of, got my bearings,

stuck-on, pounds of cheerios,
empty bottles, soap, step stools,
trash bags, fitted sheets, 60 minutes
on high, 9:41, one job is too much
sometimes, three, holding onto, fake,
justify, validation, moving forward,
what I love, supportive, red cheese,
disintegration, extra touches, lids
and containers, dust, forgot, attic,
two beds, fantasy, blocks, plastic castle,
fortress, scattered toys, peanut butter,
glad I caught you, have to get back to,
hello, stepping out, plate and cup,
messy, towel, long black hair,
close to you, bed making, double-seat,
yellow stain, barrier, pile of, a room to
Heat, disassociation, if I think I am,
tropical, XD2_00DA3, extra characters,
DSL_WI, finally, chickens screaming,
a moment of danger, imagination,
if he can do it, have you lived when,
over it, division, just about to go to,
no tv, projector or a screen,
boredom, getting back on, stability,
honey, call-in, running out of chicken,
56 birds, cabbage, cracked,
on the griddle for, cumin, green and bean,
here to stay, a trio of spices, demand,
by 6:30, when the sign is on we have birds,
50s space, overwhelming success,
milk towel, smell, around the rim,
aerated, wooden building blocks,
chopsticks, scum, pink, grout cleaner,
patience, appreciation, guests,
calm and smile, 911 on multiple
occasions, every two weeks,
do not come hungover, it’s nuts, hip set,
unfazed, two hour wait, pregnant and
starving, ginger ale, a stranger drove
her home, strange requests, skip the line,
John, she didn’t stay, Charlize Theron,
Mumford and Sons, Grimm, cocktails,
flaming chicken, pork rinds, plunger
on three occasions, likes the end of the bread,

every Friday at 5 o’clock, regularity,
stability, optimism, you have a reputation,
bad service, a lot of work, heartbreaking,
little details, you guys, are you still working,
5 o’clock crowd, lunch, put in a reservation
and go back to bed, got to a bar,
spillover, cut of meat, boar’s neck,
wine with ice cubes, Presidents’ Day,
blue hood, 3 minutes, if I did not
have my phone it would hurt the business,
OpenTable, res-only, camping out,
committing half their day, 10-2,
wine, vintage pheasant, 6 or more,
48, dropped in a puddle, fussy,
please go with the paramedics,
blinds, fingernail, marion-,
drawers wiped out, Ikea wood frame,
a certain set, at any time, volunteer work,
done and undone, separation,
awkwardness, all the time, asking me
to and I don’t even, work ethic,
common satisfactory, regulars,
half the dining room, we get the same thing,
drink the same wine, they hate you, 67th,
from the transit center, this bitch’s hair,
Lucy, wooden play house, a test,
$1 left on the chest, test her,
the cleaning girl, a girl comes in,
we have a girl come in every Friday,
a trap, a test, you passed the test,
she’s good, we like her
Nice, pleasant, taking time,
don’t feel rushed, red pants,
throw down with Bobby Flay
did not know how to puff a taco,
house margarita, she got a chorizo taco,
everyone finds that funny, 42nd,
Southern accent, tours of the kitchen,
dirty screen, endless, extra towels,
will they notice, was this you,
did you do this, woah, that’s a lot,
when she does it, I guess it hasn’t been
decided, try to accommodate that,
recess, decided not to renew our lease,

anthropology, great, such a good,
Harris, Italian green, soya, tweezles,
tofu, cornstarch or arrowroot,
the hardest month of my life,
pomegranate brownies, moving out,
interns, SE 10th and Salmon, Miami,
thank you for joining, restructuring,
cleaners, day housekeeper, private home,
forthcoming in Materialism,
two journals as yet, TBD, soy number,
three jobs, uncomplicated, didn’t do them,
couldn’t be bothered, took the house,
assets, the 10-20K crowd, unexplored markets,
how did Cheerios become popular among babies,
Narcisisster, France’s Got Talent, elite,
very American, the performers are more
important than the audience, tickle it,
the feminist this city needs, turmeric,
turnip, soba noodle, blood orange glaze,
on ice, a community space, realism, pastry,
market, black BMW, looks like you,
people know what to expect,
I dream about it everyday, late-nite pad thai,
its own following, 5%, Clorox,
slowly revealed, sample,
don’t work there anymore, orange crust
on seats and floors, oil drawer,
green basket, glitter, spill,
from a different angle, not ready for that,
technique first, then concept, school,
trouble shooting, community of peers,
coffee and donuts, oh no, yay, this Saturday,
genuinely make people happy, privilege,
an easily photographed establishment
Arrived, over, one-thousand dollars,
suddenly, repayment plan, in two
installments, yes, ok sure, thank you,
busy, mushrooms like, thyme,
harvested two months ago, peppermint,
just, rescue safety blanket, aluminum,
Ibuprofen, do nothing for me,
stability, craziness, group of twenty,
6:67, the mall, a piece in,
the best idea ever, bounce ideas,

chips and dip, so hungry I want to puke,
NSA, terrorist organization,
excessive spending, tears of fear,
a good job, sweetened with dates,
sad boys, hang a drape on the window
It is very important to, best in town,
nocturnal, two minds, perspective,
cybernetics, 8:23, wet gear,
contemplation, AGMOAS,
there is a limit and that limit is 5,
breaking even, how much to pocket,
where shall we go, new phone, dog hair,
hot water, I would recommend,
45 seconds to one minute, how do I,
spills, glass, shoulder, I am so sorry,
I am so embarrassed, signal!
how do I know who to trust,
screwing up the system, does not fit
Oral B Premium, Cyclone, Maximal Swirl,
Powerbrush, you want to buy “it”
after you get a parking ticket but you buy
something cheap instead but you can’t
stop thinking about “it” so you go
back the next day and buy “it”
It was friendly, it was innocent,
like that, blend, sorry, have the power
to define the environment, Thursday works,
you don’t have to take off your shoes,
mini-bar, seven grain bagel w/ tofu cc
and jelly, vegetable omelette w/ cheese,
whole wheat toast, coffee, branching out,
half and half, no sweetener, go to your
bank to confirm your address is not
a fraudulent address, Guitar Center,
Smarties, milk, contemplation,
being so in the moment, Luxembourg,
what is this, Touch, evening music,
with k there is kx and x is x = xk or k,
two truths, ROD & ROP, conceptualism’s
economy, maintenance worker, co-opt,
de-glorification, progress, cognitive power,
Tom, fleas, tucked away, obviously
I have no perspective because I wasn’t there,

MoMA and the CIA, CIAA, Rockefeller,
shopping list, the things I own, more books,
thankfully, no visitors, required friendships,
psychedelia, morning ritual, I stayed in one aisle
for 30 minutes trying to decide among,
there was an event in the store, laughter,
celebrity, sanctioned days, procedure,
everything I own, it’s all I do,
@everyone, thank you for your hard work
we have another small contract so check back
frequently, widening gap, persistence,
front, moves, mandarins, jalapeño and salt
Even if, chocolatey, earthy, clove,
a higher grade, it is better for mixing and
taking to, no sweetener, an elaborate package,
two cases, savory and sweet, EBE,
if sharks stop swimming they will die,
early in the morning in the evening,
busy, dust collected on, silencing pads,
vacuum, ducking, it’s a heart, red kimono,
blue jeans, wooden beads, brooms, Sweden,
American-made, for the workshop, kitchen,
or around the home, krona, 320 = 32.0,
to pot, extra stones, likes mint only,
responsible, water, black boots,
somewhere to work out, high octane,
down to 20, out of honey, needs to be kept cold,
saw it on Instagram, extra sweet and extra hot,
let me know, okay, yay, how are things,
how’s it going, how are you, Josh,
Melissa and Angela, can I, would you,
take that away, the last bit, make their own mind,
white t-shirt/black pants, white glass/red plastic,
I’m about to have that too, eyes that see
but do not look, eyes that look
but do not look, blindness, hand sanitizer,
fingerprints, stylus, Square, Reports,
Orders, Register, Team, a sustained feeling,
that’s how mine tastes at home,
one of the lesser, what are you in the mood for,
well I made it on, 2 for 6, 3 for 8, 4 for 9
and 10, 5 for 12 or thereabouts, bubbly,
hit, 18, Wild, Danner, Portland,
wants to move to LA, nurses, headdress,

a hospital or a private establishment, not hat,
white dog, dark forest, chicory, cacao,
cinnamon, nutmeg, rosemary, ginger,
honeybush, five dollars, I don’t care,
with orange, with lemon, I have been here a lot,
right next door, errands, based on a Mexican
cantina with a dash of Texas, serendipitous,
12 no 16, thank you, have a good one,
see you again soon
Closed wound, new dot, Bragg’s, a full fridge,
a free notebook, thermal paper, tight curls,
Bollywood Theater, in the cup, from 20,
Andrew, branching out, 3 drinks, 8+8+6,
bloated with it, perhaps too much, too easy,
do not regret it, it’s kind of a long story,
it must be 5 o’clock, trends, move in
together, the last essay, you each leave them,
disturb the customer experience, 400+,
take a few extra seconds to, fast cuts,
felt like a movie, a lot of, so many options,
cast iron pot, she’s just playing with it at this point,
I know I’m going to need some ice,
did anyone, I don’t want it anymore,
$28.50, small rounds of food ordered with
every round of drinks, rice and beans, tostadas,
Austin, university, a centralized feeling
All, rouge, into a coffin, transmogrifying souls,
do you make, where was it made, what does it do,
I am done with this, a rush, clumpy, embarrassment,
wonky hearts, bad sound, listen to the milk,
crazy about it here, to be cleaned and polished daily,
since 12, holding it in for two hours, it hit when he left,
in the last hour, the American workforce,
breaking down, endless succession,
sameness, can’t remember the day, blur,
time travel, headless chicken, rest my eyes, full on,
rolling silverware, repetition with variation,
when we were still talking, do you want to look around,
nope, shocked to see parking lots empty, like a child,
foie-gras, Ouroboros, science museum, clocking in,
if I help you, it depends on, if people, excuse me,
could you, right behind you, if you need,
water glasses, misjudged milk, bad art, could never do it,

I saw him, sold out, sweet and sour pork over rice
with peppers and sesame seeds, towels, a bad smell
All who, 3D Printed Flowers and Digital Photo Albums,
we heart data, negroni, old fashioned, fussy plating,
what do we do well, what needs to change most of all,
your generosity, thank you, taking time, bad interactions,
too sweet, muddy boots, no peppermint or caffeine,
a good alternative, a different texture, bitter,
takes so long that no longer, reasonable,
ice cream and two pieces of toast and one piece of bacon,
don’t want to confront this, screaming matches,
regulars, a habit, my milk is good, hemp,
just like whole, grammatically incorrect,
doing something I don’t like to see,
pushing through, rude, no ice cube, bring me to my knees,
transfer ice cube, cherries, outdoor seating,
the most important thing, systems in play, new hire,
nervous, if you question yourself, do it right,
coins hitting the bottom of the jar, Lake Oswego,
driving up from California, waiting a moment,
juggling, look things over, interesting
The worst, tacky, zines and information,
love songs, late, no coffee, cappuccino,
at an astonishing rate, 5 drinks in 5 minutes,
plain croissant, bus driver, Friday at 9:39,
a large tip jar, the usual, hot chocolate,
5 sips in, the cure, exhaustion, dehydration,
awkwardness, chatting, my little toe, nobody
gives a shit about my toe, this is fucking ridiculous,
recital, cold, such small bones, made my day,
laundry, dry hands, fitted sheets, stained whites,
the early days, bathrooms, damp, wet socks,
the little details, folded towels, clean soap holders,
clean toothbrush holders, scum, windex,
I am not a professional, seem to be doing well,
deconstruction, new discoveries, dust buster,
in one, the cumbersome machine, is now,
accessibility, dust, dry food, handwritten by
a trendy child, coloring in, cupcakes, kombucha,
tea, pretzels, snacks, candles, girls, trends,
cute people, happy people, multi-colored cat,
airing out, on time, back by 2:00, folding laundry,
tiny underwear, color-coded children,

curls, high heeled boots, 1991,
Simone, black and white, took a nap,
thanks so much for having me, it’s great to be here,
a word of advice, as many of us are,
that will be interesting, screaming in every song,
it’s a microKORG kind of night, could do so much more,
studying if you want to join, a quick,
so exciting to be here, stick around, I think
I am a happy person and then I go outside, hugs,
color coordination, worn in, hauling a cinder block,
an argument? the one that looks like Alex Gray,
ginger, gargle salt for a sore throat, white, red, brandy,
Diego bowl con pollo, one roasted Serrano pepper,
to conserve plastic, drink juice, February 28,
fell through, want to move there, a few years,
drying, corners, niche, pink, so serious, trying so hard
White sheets
with black dots
with pastel dots
with pink flowers
with blue elephants
with a little bit of bleach, tangled, damp,
an orange bag, full, wet pants and broken gloves,
<O d B y> Seasoning, avocado and bacon aioli,
aio<ul>i can be made from mixing
<li>mayonnaise</li>
<li>salt</li>
<li>pepper</li>
<li>lemon juice</li>
<li>garlic, finely chopped</li>
<li>pickles, diced</li>
or by em</ul>sifying a neutral oil like grapeseed
or canola into a mixture of egg yolk, lemon juice,
and garlic, before adding the diced pickles and seasoning to taste
Hopeful monster, Storyspace School, vegetarian men,
unbelievable skin, complexion, suffering for, stability,
on the upswing, schedule, Excel spreadsheet, planner,
allocating time, every morning, brightness, glow
Bad interactions, a different crowd, holiday people,
9-5 people, short, interruptions, repeating the same information,
menu interface, one rooibos, two white teas, least caffeinated,
condensed milk, Thai iced tea, Hong Kong style, addictive,

enuf, omf, flirting, taking something a certain way,
the creamiest, some people have my time and others have their time,
thank you, unheard, ethics, reading, discussion about the
difference between incident and incidence,
like occurrence, Justing, 2.70, five cents off, our best guy,
always look that bad, sifting, stone ground, typos intentional,
KUWTK, you make me so, is it ok if I,
heard it from a friend, summer debut, burned taste,
stock pot, tarragon, every food establishment in
has a ball jar on the premises, a theory,
texts of love, I still don’t like her, playing you,
rice, crumbly falafel, miso, miracle, under control,
15% off on orders over $100, green stain, repotting,
dry leaves, can’t be everything, high strung,
could just stop doing, shelf life, 4-6 days,
making shit up, still a little left, San Francisco, NY,
Stumptown, V, scone, didn’t know how to be a boss,
it’s my only option, I do that or I do this, energy, TV,
glass of water, two kombuchas, pour it like a beer,
refilling station, elbows on the table, an off day,
didn’t like my vibe, boosted, hehe, schizophrenic,
we are talking about the same thing, goodness and badness,
eternal, exposed midriff, tai chi, floral dress and buckled shoes,
skinny black pant, wine and nachos and iced tea,
on the block part of a community of workers, caught off guard,
walking advertisement, if you had a hat I would wear it,
everything was wonderful, a good recommendation, sure, we’ll be back
Unintentionally found object, dizziness, dry nose and throat,
quick and monotonous, Chronicle of a Summer,
painting names on boats, a big law suit, Louis X, V,
connecting, matching track suit, discomfort in my role,
feel solid with you guys, two people or three people,
sleeping baby, web design, something gypsy, not rly
who you expect, crisp blue pants, blue and white sweater,
a Maddie demeanor, only child, cardigan and sandals,
like make me sound, some more water, dumb dumb,
wishes, probably the 17th in Poland oh well, celebrate,
14 more days left, cleaning supplies, a farmer’s friend
I would hope I would like to believe, vacuuming a vacuum,
cleaning a clean surface, wood polish, against the grain,
Yarnia, Stockholm, Buffalo sub, no rice, audio books,
cat in the basement, fluff, stumped toe, cracked handle,
blood, feeling as if, a likeness, contemplation and decision,

zipped up, all black, 45, 16 from 20 keep the change,
thank you, tongue out, illusions, dreams, fantasies, London,
the Philippines, Gretchen, reaching out, a pension, penance,
beef jerky, Pisces, gifts, crush it up, 45 banh mi, thank you,
with jalapeños, cilantro, making some rn, a treat, coconut soup,
fixings, 6 days, nothing to be about, slow drinkers, after 15 mins,
if, moderate spice, tomboy, tattoo, a concentration of,
a sudden burst, live poem-ing my sandwich, on display,
at ease but, unnecessarily, have a wonderful day,
the language that surrounds me, the worst rock, it works,
so wait, where are you from, LA, how long have you lived
in LA, you know, there’s good qualities and bad,
when I first came out, if I ever move again, are you from here,
born and raised, traveling there, a warm atmosphere,
questions questions, oh that’s fine, it’s delicious, hahahaha,
yeah, celebration, hanging out with a friend at her house,
she’s Taylor Swift, secret $5, big plans for the weekend,
uhhhh, spontaneous questioning, out for the next few weeks,
brown socks, brown heels, can’t talk, it’s perfect,
background chatter, fall over, I might, all black outfit,
shaggy, loose outfit, linen, sneakers, on my bench
cuke.hort, NoCats.pdf, grey sweater, white etching,
a little room, warm white wine, burns the mouth,
black shoes, hello, stilted, New York, how do you know,
a funny darkness, benevolent, am I being watched, five rooms,
a green room, flames, should I get another one, scope,
through the glass, calm tones, a wonky candle,
a naturally green room and floor, metal pole, your t-shirt matches,
was going to call you, ding ding you have to do something,
Jardin D’Enfants, NO, did you get your photo, cool kids club,
something I can do all the time at any time, sprigs of rosemary,
am I writing a long email or texting, do what you have to do,
bottle opener, Sierra Nevada, brass knuckles, I had no idea
James Beard is, bebe, lanyard, left it that way,
razor blade, an ineffective speaker, distraction, Joseph, a student,
PNCA, enthusiasm, conceptualism and aesthetics,
every moment is ripe with it, unconcerned, no one cares about me
or what I am doing, fancy, kind of looks like a mall,
feel like I should be wearing heels, are you going to have a sign,
wandering around, Dove Vivi, busy between the two of those places,
the last year, mellowing out, studio space, projects, Holland,
ceramics classes, $6 no $7, happy hour, miscommunication,
scoping the sitch, the door is locked, flames behind rolling text,
going to find a paper, how to make people feel comfortable,

worn out my energy talking to strangers, have to rest, tap out,
I am fine staring at the wall, I am not, on demand, intelligence,
smiles, what to say, long hair, brown shirt over a black dress, I think my,
general basis, the methods, my Lil B based dot com, since there,
California, San Francisco, anthology, the bookstore, case study,
at this point it is just numbers, nobody knows me, they are the single reason
why I wanted to see, I would rather have the money, a bunch of yuppies,
122nd and, displace me, activism, lazy, then they just move North,
live on the border, jet skis, backpacking, getting to work,
people do not know me, in black, what is in my pockets, re-envisioning
the opening, something to do, people gathered, a cigarette, you’re welcome,
it was my urine, filtering in and out, how are you, as cool as that,
buy a house, dog in riding gear, denim on plate glass, textures,
pencil drawing, painting, really like these paintings, buy one, fix it up,
what’s that guy, button factory, white and black striped pants, shirt,
hanging like a skirt, match in mouth, green tip, don’t hit a brick wall,
can light it on a window, I am interested in artists, her parents
are moving to White Salmon, across from Hood River, I want to live,
curly brown hair, Mark Lewis, Dean Chen, obligation, see-through coat,
the owners want a salad, the next Tacoma, a bad investment,
drinks taste different when they are free, three years, great job,
people think, what, yeah! floral hat, Oakland, very very excited,
a long way off, I don’t know, a slow draft, who is she, wet floor,
and why does she, neon stockings, a brawl, oh my god so new, loneliness,
gray hoodie, waiting for, I’ve been in this building before, thank you,
you’re welcome, a video piece in the green room, networking, getting somewhere,
white clogs, with the glasses, chatting, Heineken, taste, preference,
I’m bleeding no I’m not, super artificial, people are obsessed with,
women lining up, green mini lighter, 5 cents that I found on the street,
schoolish, having fun at the opening, pulled over, ticketed, have a good night,
jet blue, Harun Farocki, not the right sneakers, rolled up pants, corduroy,
Virgin Air, looked at the grid, west side of the building, for people to never
have an older brother, he’s, Casio, Burnside, exactly, the right side,
magazines, patronize, a cold hand, socializing, networking, have to leave,
atrium, cold tile floor, an open zipper, people keep knocking into this,
the last one at the party, everything fits, nothing coheres, I am not a social creature,
white linen pants, stranded, there’s too many doors in that first hallway,
this is Mark, have you met, I was just talking, Robert wants to meet up,
no one really wants to take that on, it is just regular water, I wanna pull it,
documentation on the internet, juice paintings by Brad Troemel
Double cropper, excellent heat tolerance, blooming and setting fruit
in Arkansas in August at 101 degree F temperatures, still good setting
compared to all of the other varieties that have shut-down at this point in the heat
(if they set flowers, the blooms burn up), doesn’t have the post-harvest quality

that commercial industry needs (only because some of the berries may turn red in storage),
shorter self-supporting plants, good quarter plus sized, chunky fruit, firm, nice flavor,
rich, complex, sweet-tart, perfect balance of sugars and acids,
slightly thorny plants, unable to ship to AE, AK, GU, HI, MA, PR
Beefsteak Tomato, Black Magic Blackberry, Blu Girl Hybrid Tea Rose,
Early Spring Burpless Hybrid Slicing Cucumbers, Heavy-yielding,
indeterminate vines, a rich but still undocumented history, they cook up tender, set it equal to
Lycopersicon lycopersicum, planting strawberries plants, a shitty hotel, a real gem!
Re-wilding, hotels restaurants, hungry at nighght
BRB XO TB, simply delicious and cold, come on let’s go,
come on let’s go, eating crouching or standing
Southwest, the future is right here, a record store,
vinyl, not too large, a jump in rent
Eating for sustenance, soft bread, gummy, a large hill,
compromises, decisions, bearing weight, a load,
6 days, money to, the things I want, shopping list,
fitted jeans, gone shopping, have confidence,
casual cooking, mistake making, the late 2000s,
low fidelity, cooking videos, polenta with sausage,
no knead bread revisited, fried rice, chocolate molten cake,
pastrami, pumpkin soup, apple tart, apple tart with bacon praline,
chicken cobbler, upside down peach cake, water soup,
areppas, greek nachos with feta drizzle, prosciutto asparagus roll-up,
stuffed duck breast, stuffed flank steak, stuffed rainbow salmon,
45 minute turkey, turkey and bulgar risotto, pasta risotto,
pasta with beans and mussels, risotto stuffed chard,
fennel and celery salad, prosciutto wrapped sweet potatoes,
turkey hash, greens pie, pimentón swordfish, chicken breast
with prosciutto, beet salad with garlic walnut dressing,
pasta with lavender, savory breakfast, Hainan chicken,
crispy chickpeas with chorizo and spinach,
chicken with chickpeas, dal, kasha with bowties,
bok choi with oyster sauce and mushrooms, olive oil matzo,
buckwheat pasta bake, whole wheat pancakes, Puerto Rican pork,
agua fresca, fig-stuffed pork loin, how to cook a steak,
lamb meatballs, crab cakes, pork skewers with peanut sauce,
salad dressings, artichokes, how to cut, braised,
butternut squash salad, oven smoked ribs, scallop gumbo,
egg noodles in soy broth, squash on toast, chocolate soufflé,

popovers, whole wheat muffins
Then an, what’s this, handwriting analyst, analyst,
how people actually cook, drawing, sudden idea,
embarrassing at this point, 65.04, in the past 30 minutes,
something cleansing, to be enjoyed in, unprepared, early coffee,
small, perfect, spilled drink, give it to my coworker, a horrible mistake,
a mess, early, vibe, quite malicious, the principle, reschedule,
nerves, spotless, upset stomach, catch up on my emails, brown bottle
See more at: http://www.brecks.com/product/Spring_Statement_Duet
Do you have a sister, yes but she lives in London,
are you sure you don’t have a sister, chatting to cashiers,
don’t want to produce content anymore, sociopath,
it’s good for her and it’s good for me
Is this your first time here, cool, so these are all the loose leaf teas
that we carry that we brew in a 12 or 16 ounce mug, and over here
we have tea lattes where we brew a tea concentrate and add either agave
or honey and steamed milk, and then we have chai lattes, Japanese matcha,
two pu-er teas and two oolong tea and kombucha as well
More people care more, piece about, my owner
Is this your first time here, cool, so our menu is two sided, over here we have all the loose leaf teas that
we carry that we brew in a 12 or 16 ounce mug, just organized by type, and then we make tea lattes
where we brew a tea concentrate and add either agave or honey and steamed milk, and then we have
chai lattes, Japanese matcha, two pu-er teas and two oolong tea and kombucha as well
Have you guys been in before, cool, so I’ll just walk you through our menu really quickly, these are all
the loose leaf teas that we carry, just organized by type, and we brew those in a 12 or 16 ounce mug,
and over here we make tea lattes, you can really get any of these teas as a latte but these are some
of our more popular ones, so with these we brew a tea concentrate and add either agave or honey
or no sweetener at all and steamed milk, and then we have chai lattes, Japanese matcha, which is a
stone ground green tea, and we make that three ways, as a latte, and a shake, which is basically an
iced latte, or just traditionally with hot water, and then we have two pu-er teas and two oolong tea and
kombucha as well
Have you been in before, cool, so I’ll just walk you through our menu really quickly, these are all the
loose leaf teas that we carry that we brew in a 12 or 16 ounce mug and you can get those hot or iced,

and then we have two loose leaf pu-er teas and two oolong teas, kombucha, chai lattes, Japanese matcha, which is a stone ground green tea, and tea lattes where we brew a tea concentrate, really out of
any of these teas, and add agave or honey and steamed milk
Is this your first time here, ok, cool, so these are all the loose leaf teas that we carry that we brew in a
12 or 16 ounce mug, and they’re just organized by type, and then on the other side we have tea lattes
where we brew a tea concentrate and add steamed milk to that, chai lattes, matcha, two pu-er teas and
two oolong teas and kombucha
Have you guys been in before, ok, so these are all the loose leaf teas that we carry, and then we make
tea lattes where we brew a tea concentrate and add steamed milk to that, and then we have chai lattes,
matcha, some more loose leaf teas and kombucha
Let me know if you have any questions
Great, so I’ll just walk you through our menu really quickly, so these are all the loose leaf teas that we
carry that we brew in a 12 or 16 ounce mug, just organized by type, and you can get those hot or iced,
and then we make tea lattes where we brew a tea concentrate, really out of any of these teas, but these
are the ones that take better to lattes, and then we add either agave or honey or no sweetener at all
and streamed milk to that, and then we have chai lattes, Japanese matcha, which is a stone ground
green tea, and we make that four ways, as a latte, and a shake, which is like an iced latte, just traditionally with hot water, and we also have an off-menu matcha that is matcha and water and honey shaken
up with ice, and then we have two loose leaf pu-er teas and two oolong teas and kombucha as well, oh,
that is just honey and steamed milk
Meeting, on the back of someone’s fame, you are my right and left hands,
I definitely want to be there, Wednesday, a love letter,
weirdly formatted resumes, a tiny pony, as a set or individual embellishment,
how to write 300 words about a rasta bikini, didn’t get a lot of sleep, overwhelm her
Frustration, power struggles, misunderstanding,
it’s not a big deal, solution to a problem,
it resets itself, not the right time, my hurt pride,
why must all, it would be fine without,
money spent on nothing, idiot design, I don’t know
what I have to read, find it hard to, melatonin,
swollen tongue, dill sauce, pickles instead of,
used to live in Chicago, baby fig tree,
immediate sensations, put me to sleep,
terrible job, unpleasant, happy about it,
a tear drop, room for error, why I want to be my own boss,
power, stop caring, keep my mouth closed,
totally neutral, perfect, a barrier, nothing affects,
crying on the, morphing face, a shitty day

Code was a let down, sliced finger, sliced thumb,
swollen toe, ugly outfits nice when, trying, unnecessary,
contemplative, Christian Instagrammers, front break gone,
isolation, contentment, more each day
Worked a double, in between a heart and a fern, a seashell,
abstract, don’t want to think about it, smoked meat, special soup,
a treat, come say hi, with almond, with soy, do you have,
I’ll be right with you, variations on nothing, empty words, cute blonde,
deficits in 19-, what are you talking about, what’s the problem,
what’s the history involved, a description, setting sun,
present the problem, what is it, milking it, does it to everyone,
not just you, whizzing by, iced, sorry, I have noticed that too,
LBD discount, three times a day
To people with my works the harsh kingdom of the Queen of Pentacles,
prescriptive media, a meteorite like a strawberry,
the bird’s blood, yellow, gathered, lions in different mediums,
mute actors in plays, don’t u feel like u can’t speak sometimes,
Jill Santro Pietro, unique eggbeater, it is no dream,
matsutake are growing on the belly of the mountain (Shigetaka)
Audio quality, that mix, some good stuff in the used section
but it’s scratched, yeah, yeah, can you get these for me,
a cute ending, wasting time, 2 or 3 or 6, will it rain,
erotic fiction, I’m just getting started, I’m done, new age,
bad country, sense of place, auto-american, next yr,
it’s crazy, all tapes, ooze or rip off, broken engagement,
freak out, trout board, duet, hand, two fingers, 3.75 to sit, pointless,
business class trips anywhere in the world every 3 to 6 months
It had turned into another monster altogether,
who’s this, who’s this, hello, I’d like to report an accident,
ok, my name is, actually, you have the wrong number,
oh is this 477, is this, who’s this, then yes,
what is that, IDK, can you walk me through what you have,
I don’t know, that’s fine, they wanted them iced,
oh, we forgot to say, they taste great, thanks love,
said I could, say goodbye to, say thank you to,
who are these for, Irvington Country Club, used to be a lifeguard,
anyone for free, how much is this, what is it, pawning them off,
photoshoot, I like your shirt and your bag
What is Hong Kong Style?
It’s a black tea with sweetened condensed milk.

It’s a black tea with sweetened condensed milk.
It’s an Indian black tea with sweetened condensed milk.
It’s a black tea with sweetened condensed milk.
It’s like a traditional milk tea it’s black tea with sweetened condensed milk.
It’s a black tea with sweetened condensed milk.
It’s a black tea with sweetened condensed milk.
It’s a black tea with sweetened condensed milk.
It’s a black tea with sweetened condensed milk.
It’s a black tea with sweetened condensed milk.
It’s a black tea with sweetened condensed milk.
It’s a black tea with sweetened condensed milk.
It’s a black tea with sweetened condensed milk.
It’s a black tea with sweetened condensed milk.
It’s a black tea with sweetened, condensed milk.
It’s a black tea with sweetened, condensed, milk.
Probably the Hong Kong Style.
It’s an Indian black tea with sweetened condensed milk.
It’s an Indian Black tea that’s sweetened with sweetened condensed milk.
It’s like a traditional milk tea.
So it’s like a milk tea? Yes.
So it’s like traditional? Yes.
It’s a bla-c-k tea with sweet-e-n-e-d, con-d-e-n-s-e-d, m-i-l-k.
It’s a black tea with sweetened, condensed, milk.
Hello. How’s it going?
Let me know if you have any questions.
It’s a black tea with sweetened condensed milk.

